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CAWS 7AT)IR SUPPLY  

The water supply for the tow of Conroee is supplied by the 

Calgary Power Company, Limited, and is obtained from a reservoir constructed 

in Camroae creek and from two veils within the town. The water for the 

reservoir is obtained from the watershed of the creek. There has been no 

surface runoff into the reservoir for several months on account of dry 

climatic conditions, and the lose by evaporation is high. in the first 24 

days in May 1942, 125,800 gallons per day were lost by evaporation alone 

within the reservoir. The average daily consumption in the town of Camrose, 

including the militia camp, in April 1942, was 102,000 gallons, of tthich 

a 

	

	
approximately 82,000 gallons were obtained from the reservoir and the 

balance of approximately 20,000 gallons came from two walla #3 and #11. 

Since the establishment of the militiry camp in October 1940, 

the water pumped to the mains has increased as indicated below:- 

June 1939 4.. May 1940 (inclusive) 	 19,498,750 gallons 

* 1940 	" 1941 	0 	 26,005,700 	" 

" 1941 - 	 1942 	 36,427,700 	". 

During the first five months of 1942, 14,8a2,000 Imp. gallons 

were pumped to the mains. Comparing the militia requirements for the five-

month period, January to May 1941,  'little, pimilar five-month period in 1942, 

we have respectively 3,538,600 Imp. gallons and 5,865,350 Imp. gallons. - 

The increase in consumption is indicated by the attached twelve 

C  months summation curve and tablefrom 20,580,300 gallons as at January 

1940, 22, 752,800 gallons as at Jimmy 1941, 33,664,600 gallons as at 

January' 1942, aid *426,700 gallons as at liar 31st, 1942. 
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The drain on the COU'OSO water supply is proceeding at an alarm. , 

 ing rate ani steps must be taken without delay to increase the present 

water supply. There are two problems to be considered. There is the 

present•emergency that requires issaadiate attention, and there is a long 

term problem of later supply. It is estimated, that under present climatic 

conditions the reservoir supply will last for only 78 days. If evaporation 

is reduced one half the supply in the reservoir will be sufficient only for 

about 110 days. (See footnote at end of report) 

The water from two wells is being pumped at present into the 

system. No. 3 yell, 3,56' deep, with water level at 127' is supplying 

10,500 gallons per day, end No. 11 well, 170' deep, is supplying 9,300 

gallons per day. Both wells, are producing at maximum capacity. No. 4 well, 

the old gas well, surface elevation 2,427 feet, drilled in 1911 to a depth 

of about 1,650 feet, produced water at 127 feat, but it is not  being used 

now. It would produce about 5,000 gallons per day but when pumped it re-- 

duet* the flow in No. 3 well by 2,000 to 3,000 gallons per day. No. 8 well 

at the water tower is 260' deep and originally produced 18,000 gallons per 

day, but the capacity now is about 2,000 gallons/day and the well is not being 

used. It is almost certain that if this well was cleaned out it would pro-

duce several times the present **peaty, but possibly less than the initial 

flow. There id so much silt in the water-bearing formations in the canirose 

district*  that all wells should be cleaned out periodically to maintain the 

flew, 

The Camaro water supply problem is'so serious that it is necess-

ary to increase the present water supply, not within months, but within days. 

It is not advisable- to take a chance on increased precipitation in the near 

Mum 

There are tee ways on increasing the water supply (1) by drill-

Jag new walla, (4) by obtaining a an source of surface water. 
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The drilling of a sufficient number of new wells wcuId be the 

more expensive programme, but unless increased precipitation in the near 

future raises the water table sufficiently to form surface water, then the 

drilling programme uould be the most economical. We have made a survey of 

a large number of wells in the immediate vicinity of Camrose and the results 

are shown below. 

Elevations,.  Three elevations are given within the town of Camrose 

. ---taeoording to the Dominion Government Pdblication "Altitudes of Canada." 

These elevations are as follows:— 

Canadian Pacific station 2431' 
Grand Trunk Pacific 2427' 
Canadian Northern 	" 2443' 

The elevation of the surface at #4 well drilled for gas in Camrose 

is 2427'. 

0 	 The elevations obtained from the files of the Calgary Power Company 

for the reservoir situated in Conroe(' creek are as follow. 

Top of spillway 2390.00 
Canadian Pacific culvert 2388.00 
Floor of spillway 2386.00 
Upper intake 2381.00 
Bottom of dam 2370.00 
Water level in reservoir June let 2385.31 

The surface is practically flat around Camrose„ ribing slowly to 

the north. The lake three miles north of Camrose in Sections 23 and 24, 

Township 47, Range 20, has an elevation of 2410'. Dinant station, eight 

miles north of Camas*, has an elevation of 2477% Minton station, seven 

miles southeast of Camay me, has an elevation of 2396". The surface rises 

gently to the west and southwest of the town to 2455' within a distance of 

two ales. Ftve miles south of Camrose, the Battle river valley forms a 

trench, the bottom of which at Drieimeat Lake has en elevation of 2246', 

er almost 200' below the level at Camrose. This trench and the tributary 

Camas* ore* valley have boon responsible for draining considerable water 
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from the strata above the level of the Battle river valley, 

The geology in the Cemrose district related to water supply will 

only be briefly summarised. The unconsolidated surface deposits vary consid-

erably in thickness, from a few feet to at least 20 feet. These deposits 

consist largely of sorted glacial drift and a smaller amount of moraine. There 

are also various old drainage courses where finer sediments, ina3uding clays, 

occur. 

Underneath the unconsolidated mantle the lower beds of the 

Edmonton formation occur and consist of sandstones interbedded with shales 

and coal seems, all of fresh-mater deposition. Underneath the likitnorrton f  

ate occurs the Beavaw steles formation of marine deposition. The kw; 

2sx contains water in places but it is salty. No fresh water has bean found 

in the Aftrxialszolvisn in any patio of Alberta. The peak! River formation  

underlies the Bearpaw, and Like the Edmonton, is of fresh-water deposition. 

The tmderground water supply in the Canrose district is confined 

to the urlo,n 4formtion which is uppermost Cretaceous in age. 

The gas well at Commas and at least one other well has been 

drilled into the Bearom formation ,  at a depth of about 400 feat. According 

to the record of gas well #4,. the top of the Bearpaw formation  was encountered 

at 414' below the surface which is 2427' and immediately below a 14' bed of 

coal and ;shale carrying some water. A000rdi ng to this well record, there 

were three other coal seems encountered above the marine shales, as follows:- 

51  coal seam between 110. and 115' from the surface, 
1' * n 	" 165' " 164 *  * 

.A thin coal seam at 255* from the surface. 

This means that the Edgeinton fOymetion from which water can be obtained is 

about 400 feet thick and, therefore, it is not necessary to drill over 400 

feet in this district. ; 

The strata is this part of Alberta are dipping in a southwesterly 

direction at a rate of *Oat 20 feat to the idle, This means that the strata 

• 
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are rising to the surface toward the northeast from Camrose.' It is indicated 

on the geological map that the beds that are encountered at about 400 feet in 

Calmest  that is, the lower beds on the likimonton formation,  occur at the 

surface about twenty to twenty-five atlas to the northeast of Csnrose. Al]. 

the water that is contained in the Ndmonton strata at Camrose has entered the 

beds at the surface within 25 miles to the east of Cawrose. Since all of the 

underground water in the Campse district has come from the surface, it is 

a fact that if the surface water is drained before it e nters the strata then 

the underground oupply of water will become reduced. The extensive drainage 

programme that has been carried out during the past number of years east of 

Camrose, has depleted materially the underground water supply in the CtItar0130 

district. The water well survey made during the past week gives accurate 

information on the underground water supply in the Edmontain tatmekticg,  A 

list of these wells is attached to this report with data obtained on each 

well. 

There are three possible water-bearing horizons in the Edpionton  

fainaliza, in the vicinity of Camrose as follows: ,- 

• 	(1) Shallovi tom*  Between 40eud 90 feet, hard water, usually 

small flew and not important to a tom water 

system. 

(2) blijaniata. Between 100 and 3.80 feet, generally soft, alight 

soda taste, should produce 10,000 gal,/day 

wells. More apt to be contaminated with hard 

shallow water. 

(3) Deee.aone,- 	Between 210 and 280 feet, always soft. Hardness 

" 10 to 70 P.P.11. No chance of e ontemination from 

the shallow zone if wells are properly drilled. 

Wells to this horizon should produce 10,000 to 

20,000 gals./day if yells are kept clean of silt 



which_ 
and clay/vriu reduce flow. 

0 	Water We13, Sumay 

The ckeert horizon, is the best *aurae of a water supply in this 

district. There are no indications to suggest that large wells can bo 

expected. Favorable conditions might be enoountered to produce a larger 

flow but about 20,000 gale./day in about the beet that can be expected. 

Wells in this area within a radius of two miles of Camrose should not be 

drilled beyond 325 feet, or possibly 350 feet, as there is a chance of getting 

salt eater below that depth. 

The rdddl9 horizon ,  is also important and should be thoroughly tested 

in all wells drilled *  to determine quantity and chemical composition, before 

drilling to the lower horizon. Some of the best water in the wells examined 

*uses from the middle horizon.. It is quite possible to greatly increase the 

flow of a well drilled to the 'deeper horizon by obtaining also the water from 

the middle horizon. 

It is not advisable to utilize in this system any water obtained 

from the shAgow horizojt within a radius of two.miles of Cat:Iroise, as it can 

be expected to be hard and the flow omen. 

The undergrotuld water in the Coaxese district, like most districts, 

is not confined to subterranean rivers, or channels, or lakes, an is so 

frequently thought. The water is associated rdth rooks sufficiently pervious 

to permit the water to move through the rook. The water is usually ins and-

stone strata or closely associated with coal acme. The rater horizon is 

tabular or lensy and may be irregular in lateral extent and may vary greatly 

in thioknees, These conditions have been observed on exposures in the 

lower part of the F4monton 4brmatpn in many districts. These tabular rock 

0 	bodies or lenses will ( fellow in general the dip of the formation, but irregr 

ularitiee in the form of rolls or thicker parts, may be expected to becur on 

the surface of any eater Wilson zncountersd in this district. Local rolls 
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	from the town for a supply from the lower horizon. 

The well in the militia asap ground on the west of Conroe° creek 

in section 33 should be completed to the lower horizon as soon as pose ible. 

This well is expected to materially augment the supply for the tamp require-

mate. 

If a well drilling programme is decided upon, it IV u1s1 be necessary 

to drill at least five wells with the least possible delay as the supply from 

each well will not be large according to the interpretation given. The cost 

of drilling will be about .1500. per well without cost of easing, equipment 

and pipe line. 

Under present conditions, when casing, pipe and other equipment may 

be difficult to obtain, wells should be drilled as close as possible to the 

present distribution system. 

Water from drilled wells mould be piped and would not be put in the 

reservoir. It by drilling it is possible to obtain as much as 20,000 gals./day 

from each well, as can be expected from the deeper horizon, then five or six 

wells might enadnate the treating plant entirely, whereby the cost of 

chemicals now mounting to about $5,000. guentally mould be saved. Thic is 

a factor worth considering in favor of a supply from drilled wells. 

Surface Water Sueoly  

- The other source of water is from the surface. zurfacte water is 

scarce in this district and is becoming decidedly scarcer each month due to 

rapid evaporation. The only supply in the immediate Vicinity of the town is 

from a shallow lake, almost a Bleu*, two and one half miles north of town 

in sections 23 and 24, township 47 range 20. The surface of this lake is 

given as 2410 feet above sea level or 20 feet above the top of the spillway 

O  to the reservoir. Min shallow body of water, about one foot in d epth, 

covers 161 acres. It ie estimated that this shallow basin contains about 

39 Millie* gallons of water, but due to rapid evaporation the volume will be 
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greatly reduced, unless there is heavy precipitation a t an surly date. A 

survey of this lake. on June 5th showed that it contained 24.7 million gallons 

in open muter and 14.5 million gallons in swamp area which is part of the lake. 

This lake is only a remnant of a much larger basin which extends northwest 

through the southwest half of section 26, the northeast quarter of section 

27•  about one half of section 34, and northeast into sections 2 and 3 in 

toenship 48. This basin is indicated on the accompanying map, and may be 

associated with a few small lakes in sections 2 and 3#  tosaship 48, range 20, 

including the flowing well (No. 44) in legal subdivision 9, section 3. The 

water tone in parts of this old basin is now within a foot of the surface. It is 

possible that a considerable quantity of water could be drained from this basin 

if the cutlet of the present lake couldbe lowered sufficiently. The water 

from this lake could be taken to the reservoir by open ditch or by pumping, 

The lose by evaporation or by absorption will be high if the water is carried 

to the reservoir by a ditch and by the depression formerly occupied by. a 81 aro a • 

creek. 

It is reaorseenied that this surface water should be used to overcome 

the immediate emergency situation in the water supply for Gamrose, but it 

should be a temporary project only. It is decidedly bad prectice in this 

district, and in mazy others, throughout the plains of Alberta, to drain 

surfaea water, shen that water is the only source of the underground water 

supply. It oast be definitely understood that this lake and its basin, supply 

the water tc the water-bearing horizons to the west. It is almost certain 

that well, to the west of this lake will be affected by draining the water 

from This lake. Thera is no doubt 'that some surface water could be obtained 

0 	
more quickly from this course, possibly by pumping from this lake to over- 

, 
come the appreaohing emergency, thin by drilling wells to increase the 

supply. This suttee* inter iambi only be teaperary relief, and unless annual 
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precipitation increases in this part of Alberta it will be necessary to obtain 

water from wells, unless a more distant source, like Battle river, is developed. 

There is a water supply in Driedmeat lake, in the Battle river valley 

about eight miles south of Camrose. The surface of the lake is 197 feet lower 

than the tows. With the present population of Camrose, and with the possibil-

ity of an adequate water supply from drilled yells in the immediate vicinity 

of the town it ,isnot considered that this is a feasible source of water in 

the near future. 

Most of the lakes shown on the map of this district have disappeared, 

incleding Demo",  lake east of Dinant in township 48. The lake shorn on the map 

in Camase creek in section 5, township 48, range 20, has become dried up. 

There is a small lake in section 2, tow ship 48, range 20, reported to 

be fed by springs, *doh might be considered for use if the volume is large enough. 

This lake should be examined more closely as a possible source of rater. The 

surface of the lake is given as 2428 feet or 38 feet above the spillway in the 

reservoir, and 18 feet above the lake. in sections 23 and 24, about two and a half 

miles north of Cemrose which is reccamended for immediate use. 1t  is possible 

that the lake in section 2, township 48, range 20, is maintained by springs. 

1 have just receited the information that there is a spring-fed well is the 

southeast quarter of this mention 2. This water is coming from a coal seam at 

a depth of nine feet. A test in this !loving well shows that the flow is about 

6.13 gals./minute or 882? I. O. D. This well is only about one mile southeast 

from flowing well No. 44 shown on the accompanying map. It is quite possible 

that a considerable quantity of water could be obtained in the immediate 

vicinity of this lake from a shallow depth. information on this possible 

source would be valuable but I am tscommending the drilling of wells closer to 
• 

Camrose at the present time where eater at less vat and of better quality 

can be expected. 	

I 
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The eater in upper Miquelon lake, 18 Idles north of Catar000 is 

aordemned as unsuitable for domestic use, but might be treated in some 

Most of the water from the lower Miquelon lake has already been utilized for 

the Conroe* supply. Farther examination should be made of Miquelon lake as 

a possible future supply. 

Data on the wells examined in the Cet=OM* district are given on 

the following pager. The information on each well wan obtained from the °Ismer, 

or occupant of the land on which the well is located, or from well drillers, 

as mast be regarded as only &ppm:largely accurate. 

C 
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NMI DATA 	CANROSIC tRSTRICX 

o 	as. 
1 . 	Gardiner 	 la 17.47-40 

90' drilled 1922 
Water rises to 22 4  from surface 
Slight soda taste - 	8 P.P.H. 

2 	laddleetadt 	Le 8-18-47-20 
132' drilled 1908 	Siiies to 16' from surface 
Good water • 35 P.P.H. 
Went through 10' coal at 90' 

3 	C. 7. iiilgartner 	la 13-28-47-20 
80' 	rises to 42' 	Drilled about 3 years ego 
Strong soda and high iron content - 335 P.P.Y. 
(Viitohed by Nelson) 

4 	Jasmine 	 S.E. 24-47-21 
145' drilled 1920 - water rises to 40' 
Very soft - not good kr tea or coffee - 10 P.P 
Can pump dry. Present flow 7 gale./min. 

10,800 gals./day 

H. lampricht 	 ti. L, 14-47-21 
85' 	Water level. 40' 	4)1111(4 about 1900 
Slight soda (will : ,lot quench thirst ) 

6 	Otto *Lemke 	 5.1111. 25-47-21 
110' 	Drilled 1940 Water level 15' 
soft 	10 P.P.M. 

Walter (Thumberg) 	4,36.47-21 
Shallow • wells no good - very little water 
Very hard (not deep enough) 

8 	Johnston 	 S. W. 1-48-21 
175' 
Slight soda like Armena yell 
One of beet wells in district 

	

/ 	Amens School 	 S.W. 11-48..21 
130' 	Drilled 1942 Water level 27' 
Slight soda 	12 P.P.M. 
Was mercy at first 

	

10 	Zllisit (Capt. S.C.) 	Na. 33-46-20 
40' small capacity 
Hard 

• 

U 	Pratt*  J. 	 sa.3 .47 .2o 
119' 	new well north aide of highsety Water level 30' 
Sulphur taste - very hard 

12 	Mite. (Campbell) 	S.W. 3-47-20 
213' Water level 95' 
Slight soda _,-60 gal./kr. 
Also water *t 150' 

RECORDED 
RCA 

 

0 
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13 	0. F. Hilliard 	 N.N. 
100' 	Water level 40 6 

 Soft • never pudped. dry 

14 	EL RXhoe 	 S.S. 2146-20 
80' - water level 40' 
Medium soft . coal at 80' - 

e. Duggan 	 32-46-20 
189' 	- drilled 1910-11 
Soft - slight smell to water at first 
Pumped 5 hrs. - no reduction 

16 	Martin Erickson 	 N.W. 28-46-20  
260' - about 3 bble. per day 
Poor .supply 

V 	R. &abort (old Byers farm) S.E. 29-46-20 
250-200' drillsd by. Loveseth 
Good supply-. soft 

18 C. Chant 	 N.W.20-46-20 
175' ;Ater, horizon 132. 
Good well soft 

19 	wait= (chant) 	 1L /. 18-46-20 
100...150'. 	Drilled 1920 Some gas 
Good well - mirk 4gals./kin. Coal above water 

20 	7. Kehoe 	 S.S. 16-46-20 
240' pumped inic -house 
Good water - slight iron content 
Excellent well very soft 

21 	Ellascrth Hill 	 N.E. 4-46-20 - 
Overlooking Battle valley and Driedmeat lake 
217' Drilled 1920 water level 60' now 95' 
soft good supply 

22 	Chureb 	 45.3. 15-46-20 - 
210' -.Drilled 2931 an barnyard) 
!ion • good supply 
4 gale.iiin. or 250 gals.,/hr. or 6000 gals./dy. 

23 	Peterson 	 N. 10-46-20 
Similar to Char* 

24 	A. Shermak 	 N.E. 15-46-20 
220' Water level 100' 
blight soda soft . 
Good well 

25 	
Dr. °M 	 1411. 

 23..46-20 
I • drilled about 1917 

 

Very soft 
l^editos wall 
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26 •  P, Duggan {Capt.) 	 11.24 22-46-20 - 
C.) 	 4031.1  hit cylinder at 240' 

Drilled by L. Hcyme .• did not know when he had water 
soft good supply (Plant growth in container) 

27 	Ed, Hoy= 	 S.X.22-46-20 
325t  - water at 225' &roma coal seams 
Good well - soft 

14. 

J. B. Noble 
	 N.W. 24-46-20 (house burnt down) 

Reported about 240' 
Hard and iron content 

29 	J. 5, Noble 	 44.W. 24.46440 /, 
240-260* 	Went through coal seam 
Soft, sone sulphur 	Good supply 4 galse-min. 

30 	T. Duggan 	 N.U. 3-47-20 
2601-  
Soft 	2 gala./min. 	30 P.P.M. 
(Uses shallow well as refuse dump) 

31 	B. Duggan 

	

• 130' 	580 galserhr.. 

	

Soft 	215 P.P.M. 

S. W.11-47-20 

32 	Stan Bailey 	 6.11r, 14-47-20 
135' Water level 8M (has been at 22°) 
Good supply  

33 	Goo. Shoe 
	

S.S. 14-47..20 
235' 	• 
Soft, strong wapplyi • 	30 P.P.M. 

By..1 .................... _... ... ... ....... 
37 	Shaw (a]1 dairy farm) 	 S.E. 12-47.40 

2801  - water level 50 	 ( 
Slightly salty 

Two other 'Palle 175• - noueupp1y ..►  205• - poor supply with soda 

0 	38 	W. NOGee 	i 	 N. 6-47..19 
276' m water level 75' (Had water at 185°) 
Good supply ••• no decline - 50 P.P.E. 
Not good tastejtv4n) like 35,36,37 

34 	Peterson 	 N.S. 2-47-20 
115' (105') water level 5' 
Good supply - soft 	30 P.P.M. 

35 	Neretad 	 (Le 6) S.W. 13-47-20 
245' Water level. 30' 50 P.P.M. 
Soft - good strong supply ••• iron content 

36 	Naddlmstadt 	 N.E. 12-47•40 RECORDED 275' 	water level 100° 
Soft - slightly salty • good supply 	 RCA 
Flow 10,450 gale./day 



o 39 Y. Nester 	 NA. 36.46-20 
108' 
Soft good supply 

40 	R. Boise 	 5.11. 6-47-19 
68' and 4' coal water level 4' 

soft - 	90 P.P.M. 
10,000 gals.,/day 

earl Anderson 	 S.E. 1-47.40 
128' Water level 30' 	2f 3' coal above water 
Soft, similar to town well 
Good supply 

42 	 8. Nees (dairy farm) 	 11.S. 35-46-20 
212. - water level 80' drilled 19741 
Good, soft 	 15 P.P. 14. 
Slightly merky 

43 	 laveseth 	 22 Na. 23-47-20- (ble. Sohielke) 
240' • drilled in 1917 
Suffioient - medium soft 

44 	 Moen 	 , 	9 N.E. 3-48-20 
40-50* - Inswing well 
Good y  slight sods 	 150 gales/min. 

45 	 Sualemzen 	 11,N. 2-47-20 
320' 
Soft (slightly salty) may be from old gas well 

46 	 John Henson 	 S.H. 15-47-20 
240' Water level 90' 
Good soft 

47 	 Stover 	 N.B. 16.47.40 
245* 
Soft - good (Analysis: 

48 	 lake An 23 & 24 47-20 
161 acres average 1 foot. Volume 40,000,000 gals. 
Recommended to be used under control to replenish reservoir. 

49 	 P. CObryk 	 S.E. 2-48-20 	 \ 
..9" to coal 
Flowing well . 6.13 gals./min. or 8827 I.G.D. 

50 	 H. Anderson 	 la 9 - N.E. 2-48.20 
- - 5• soft 

sPrillt-;--  

RECORDED 
RCA 
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0 	
Conolvione and Recommend:01.0ns  

A most serious emergency has arisen at 0amrose in the present 

water supply which in suffioient for two and a half to three months at the 

present rates of consumption and evaporation. 

The rapidly increased population within the last two years, duo to 

the militia oamp, combined with low annual precipitation, have increased the 

consumption without any addition to the available supply. 

It is recommended that some temporary curtailment in the use of water 

in the town and camp be established until an increased supply is available. 

The drainage practice in this district in former years is largely 

nu:possible for the reduced supply of surface and undersurfaoe water. 

There is an amply supply of underground water within about 300 feet 

from the surface, provided a sufficient nubbir of wells are drilled, because 

the supply to individual wells is email. 

Most of the surface water in the district has been removed by natural 

or artificial menses, exeept one slough- ► ike lake, about one foot in depth, 

covering 161 scree, two and a half miles north of the town. The volume of 

available water at the present date in this lake is estimated at about 40 

million gallons. 

It is recommended that this email supply of surface water be 

utilised ineeediatelyALAAEgusgmacapara in this approaching emergency, 

by the quickest possible means, either by pumping to 0amrose creek or by 

open ditch. Famping would be more economical because of the high absorption 

Use that would odour along an open ditch. 

It is pointed out that this surface water supplies underground 

water in the rook formations that occur under this lake basin, and dip to 

the west, so that if this surface supply is depleted, the underground water 

to the west In the horizons attested coal, also be depleted. 
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O 	 A second and more lasting water supply can be obtained from the 

drilling of wells in the vicinity of the town. 

There are three water horizons in the Edmonton formation which 

Underlies the unconsolidated deposits, within 300 feet from the surface. 

This formation at Cowese is about 400 foot thick. The lower horizon, over 

200 feet from the surface, and possibly the middle horizon, if the water is 

suitable chemically, between one and two hundred feat from the surface, con-

stitute the water reserve for the Carross system. 

A sufficient number of wells could be drilled within a radius of 

two miles of the town to supply the requirements. It is recommended that 

possibly five wells would have to be drilled at the start to obtain sufficient 

water for the immediate nesdi. If 20,000 gals./day can be obtained from each 

well, and this oen be reasonably expected, then it might be possible to 

. sliminate the treating plant entirely, in which the cost of chemicals alone 

now amounts to about $5, 000. per year. This factor alone favors a supply from 

several wells for the future supply. 

No voila should be drilled at present within the -town, as the data 

on the condition of the present wells are incomplete. 

The areas recommended for drilling are the east half of sections 

34 and 27, ismisdiately south of the town to the lower horizon; or in section 
I 	! 

10 northwest of the town to produce water from the lower horizon and possibly 

the middle horizon if the water is suitable for the purpose; or in section 11, 

north of the toms. The last two are adjacent to Camroso creek and the. present 

reservoir, but it is not recommended that the reservoir should be used for 

water from drilled walls. 

It is recommended that the well in the militia camp ground should 

be ealipleted to the lOwei' batten. 



Consulting Geologist 

18. 
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	The tower well*  No. 8, should be cleaned out as soon as convenient 

and surged with the possibility of increasing production. The silt and 

bentonite clergy in the Edmonton /ovation will in time reduce the flow of 

later in any will. 

The old gas well requires attention to prevent saline water from 

rsaohing the water horizon in No. 3 and No. 11 and possibly in No. 8 veils. 

Temporary relief nscessary and can be obtained from surface 

'ater by drainages  bat a more lasting supply will have to be obtained from 
• 

wells, unless the anneal precipitation Increases greatly over that during 

the past few years•  

Edmonton. Alberta. 

Jono 614 1942. 

0 
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I have just received additional data from Ur. H. Randle on the 

present available supply in the reservoir. 

According to the reservoir storage curve on June llth the reservoir 

contained only 24 800000 imperial Gallons, but since it would not be prac-

tical to drain the reservoir below 2378 feet *Soh is 3.5 above the lower 

intake, there mould be a loam of at least 24500,000 gals. This would leave 

only 22,300,000 gallons available in reservoir. 

The renewing figures apply to the period Hey 3latto June 11th, 

19422.. 

1,026,000 I.0. pumped from reservoir 
1,274,000 1.0. assumed evaporation loss 

93,500 1.0. average pumpage per day 
116,000 1.0. average evaporation loss per day 
209,500 I.O. total daily depletion of reservoir supply. 

at this rate of daily depletion, namely, 209,500 I.O., the remaining 

22,300,000 gallons represent a supply of 106 days or until September 25th. 

No allowance is mad* in this eetimate tm rainfall. In this period of 11 days 

there were 0.8 inches of rein on Awe 10th, *Joh added to the reservoir an 

estimated 400,000 gallonsoith no run-off except along the immediate margin 

of the reservoir. 

At the reservoir level on June 11th with no allowance for run-off 

two inches of rain ere required to produce one million gallons in the 

'reservoir. According to the precipitation data given on the attached sheet 

the average rainfall for the months June to September during the perio. 1931 

to 1941 inclusive, wee 7.8 inches, with a maximum of 12.6 inches in 1931 

and a minium of 4.83 inches in 1939. 
0 

On this basis *Weiss we get hea4y'ind long rainfalls in the next 

three and a half months entrieient to *ease Cere-ose creek to flow, we 



20. 
O 

cannot exposit to get more than four million gallons added to the reservoir 
I 

Sven it the rainfall reached the maximum of the June-Soptember 

1931 period*  the supply aould still be inadequate 'without the supply it is 

necessary to obtain trout walla drilled in the near future. 

311montoti, Alberta, 

Juno 21%4 1942. 

C 
	

' 

I 

front direct rainfall. 



C 
• RECORD OF PRECIPITATION IN CAMROSE  DISTRICT  FOR YEARS NOTED  

Mont zaa 1211 40 12,12. mat 1232. ILA ILI 123.1 1213. mag 1931. 

Jan. .16 .56 .56 .57 .48 .92 1.85 1.06 .38 .26 .43 

Feb. .34 .53 .84 .75 .65 .27
I 7" 

 1.10 Nil' .02 .68 .03 

Mar. .14 .47 1.86 .38 .80 .35 .96 .20 .60 1.37 .75 1.00 

Apr. 1.57 .32 2.48 .35 1.07 .68 1.63 1.61 2.18 .95 1.80 Nil 

May 1.4 .44 1.19 4.10 xx 2.38 2.38 3.05 2.24 1.33 1.95 .79 

June 3.20 2.81 2.33 xx 1.27 1.58 3.25 3.17 2.16 2.49 5.01 

July .69 4.11 1.20 xx 5.07 2.28 2.55 1.19 2.47 2.00 2.52 

Aug. 1.48 .53 .06 xx 1.89 1.86 2.25 .18 .55 .65 3.80 

Sept. 1.33 .33 1.24 .53 2.13 1.60 .36 2.14 2.20 .81 1.27 

Oot. .30 1.35 1.36 1.50 .83 .75 1.30 Nil 1.06 ..25 .78 

Nov. 1.08 .92 .37 1.07 1.45 1.01 2.72 .40 1.00 1.22 .20 

Deo. 62 8 6 6 6 0 8 

TOTALS ... 11.02" 17.56 12.80 17.89 17.63 19.72 12.63 15.39 12.43 

The figures for the last ten months in 1930 are as follows:- 

Mar. 1.00 
Apr. Nil 
May .79 
June 5.01 
July 2.52 
Aug. 3.80 
Sept. 1.27 
Oct. .78 
Nov. .20 
Dec. .85 

These figures are in inches of rainfall, the snowfall being 
recorded in rainfall equivalent. 

xx In part of 1938 there is no record for the reason that 
	

7 
the rain gauge was taken away at this time and no one 
kept a record. 
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